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Open letter concerning Wandsworth Council’s Localism & Planning Procedure failure 

Dear Councillor Ravi Govindia 

We are writing to you on behalf of local amenity societies and others in the London 

Borough of Wandsworth, who represent thousands of active residents from all parts 

of the Borough. 

We have written to the Prime Minister about our concerns of Wandsworth Council's 

planning procedures and attach a copy of our letter to David Cameron together 

with our concerns and supporting evidence for your attention. 

Without success, we have already expressed our concerns to your Council numerous 

times in the past few years. Our latest attempt to raise the issues was during the 2013 

consultation on the Local Plan review; unfortunately, the result published a few 

weeks ago shows, once again, that our concerns were largely dismissed. 

We strongly believe in the principle of planning control and Wandsworth's planners 

have done an impressive job in producing a new Local Plan. The planning groups 

within our different organisations have participated throughout this process, 

producing evidence and representations as well as attending the various hearings 

over several years. We all wanted clear and effective policy, comprehensible to the 

general public in their substance. 

Nevertheless, however impressive the final planning documents are, they are useless 

if planning policy and guidance can be ignored by the Council in reaching major 

planning decisions. We have set out in the attached Appendix frequent recent 

cases where Wandsworth has been circumnavigating both its own and national 

policies. In several instances, individual Councillors have been dismissive of hundreds 

of objections, treating them as insignificant. 

If the adopted Local and National Planning Policies are only treated as loose 

guidelines which the Planning Department and the Planning Applications 

Committee can ignore at will, then it would be fair of Wandsworth Council to state 

that such is the case. 



We do not accept that the Council can simply pick and choose which of their 

recently adopted policies they can apply, and that the valid objections made by 

residents can be ignored with impunity. We have made repeated requests to the 

Council to make changes to the way it is implementing its policies, but without 

success.  

The government has rightly placed localism at the heart of the agenda for reforming 

local government practices, and indeed the Prime Minister has said that he is a 

"confirmed localist". When launching the Government's local government campaign 

in Nuneaton last year the Prime Minister rightly criticised the "top down, target-

driven, big bossy, bureaucratic, we know best arrogance" of some local authorities 

and declared that this had been "turned upside down." The detailed information 

provided in this letter unfortunately shows clearly that Wandsworth Borough Council 

is falling far short in putting localism into practice in its planning procedures. It has 

failed to listen to its residents and the groups that represent them, on numerous 

occasions. 

We are therefore requesting that an independent review into Wandsworth's 

planning processes be set up to trigger some change and we would want to discuss 

it with you. 

Yours sincerely, 

Cyril Richert - Chair of the Clapham Junction Action Group 

Signed on behalf of the Putney Society, Wandsworth Society, Clapham Junction 

Action Group and Friends of Putney Common community group. 

Please respond to: Cyril Richert – Clapham Junction Action Group 

Tel: 07870 565 802 – 51 Mossbury Road, London SW11 2PA 
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